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Denia is at a distance of 85 kilometers from Alicante in Spain. It is exactly located on Costa Blanca
towards the north east direction of Alicante. Denia is having a small population as only 29000
people live in it. Denia should be visited in vacations because it is full of attraction and entertainment
for its visitors. Denia has a good income from tourism for the same reasons.

There are many sightseeing places in Denia. Castillo in Denia was built around 12th century which
is worth seeing and it gives wonderful views of city and the sea to its visitors. Museo Etnologico is
the best museum of Denia when it comes to its history. The best place for shopping in Denia is
Calle de Marques de Campo. There are some excellent golf courses in the area for golf lovers. The
harbour of Denia is very famous because it has good connections to various places through ferries.
Denia has a huge fishing fleet which is another reason of its fame in Spain.

The best way to reach Denia is by road. A great sightseeing road along Costa Blanca famous as
AP7 highway is best in that regard. Denia can be approached by Railway which is another
convenient way. There are many hotels available in Denia with good facilities. One can easily find
cheap places for staying in Denia while on the tour. Apart from that there are many restaurants that
offer some tasty meals to their customers. The bakeries of Denia are famous for cakes, sweets and
many other tasty products.

The weather of Denia resembles with Madrid a bit. Temperature reaches 40 degree centigrade in
summer months. Similarly the minimum temperature in Denia reaches five degree Celsius in winter
months. That means visiting the city in any season is comfortable. People that take cars on rent
while on their tour to Denia feel more comfortable because they get a good chance to visit many
places in and around the city. However public railway taxis and buses are also available for tourists.

In recent years the city has developed many folds. Many new apartments and buildings were built in
the city and lots of construction work along the coastal area is still under progress. The size of the
city is increasing rapidly in that manner and so is the fame of the city. We can expect Denia to be
among the bigger cities of Spain in coming times.
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James Avery - About Author:
Welcome to Clubvillamar.com: Find your perfect a villas mallorca. At a rent villas spain your holiday
starts already by having a look at our wide range of holiday a villas majorca pollensa. Spain will
eventually be the holiday you dreamt of coming true.

Learn More About Clubvillamar Holidays on a James Avery Blog.
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